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Editor’s Note

The Summer 2019 edition of the RMS Journal is here! This issue
starts with an article from two well-known and welcomed contributors, John M. Green and Jerrell Stracener. Their discussion presents
a specific framework for the application of systems effectiveness
modeling analysis capability for the acquisition process. It describes
why the key decision criterion is the probability of mission success
and outline an approach to the derivation of the framework. This
framework is inclusive of capability, readiness, mission reliability, and
survivability analysis which is typically omitted in system effectiveness evaluations.
In the next article, readers are asked to assume the role of maintenance detectives to discover unrevealed failures. These failures
occur in both production and protective systems. According to the
author, V. Narayan, the actions needed to mitigate these risks are the
same in either case. His discussion focuses on protective systems in
continuous process industries.
The article by Matthew Hogan acknowledges that reliability
verification is a relatively new practice for many IC design companies and intellectual property (IP) suppliers. Still, the practice
promises significant process improvements if foundry-qualified and
maintained reliability rule decks are followed. Rule decks ensure that
designs can be manufactured successfully and are a good first step
for ensuring reliable design. But what else should be done? Read the
article to find out.
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The final article discusses the rationale of
aircraft maintainability design principles to
help mitigate errors caused in maintenance.
Clive Nicholas begins by noting the common belief that errors caused by maintainers
are not the concern of the designer. Rather,
designers argue that aircraft maintainers
should be trained not to make errors. However, recent failure events in the aircraft industry have resulted in an increased awareness by regulators, designers, manufacturers,
operators and others of the impact that the
design characteristics of aircraft can have on
safe and effective maintenance performance.
This is particularly important for the avoid-

ance of maintenance error and the mitigation of unavoidable or undiscovered errors.
Finally, we sadly note the passing of one
of our own in the reliability industry. Benjamin Blanchard, long time practioner and
author of many seminal textbooks in the
areas of reliability, maintainability and logics,
passed away on July 11, 2019. He will be
missed.
I hope you find this issue of value. Please
don’t hesitate to share your comments and
future articles with me via the email below.
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Cheers!
John
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A Framework for a
Defense Systems
Effectiveness Modeling
& Analysis Capability:
Systems Effectiveness
Modeling for Acquisition
Abstract
The purpose of this paper is to present a response to two current
Department of Defense (DOD) initiatives. The first is the DOD
National Defense Strategy of 2018 which encourages the adoption
of new practices to improve system performance and affordability to
meet current and future threats. The second initiative is the DOD
Digital Engineering Strategy which outlines five strategic goals in
support of the first initiative. The first strategic goal: “Formalize the
development, integration, and use of models to inform enterprise
and program decision making” is the specific subject of this paper.
The response is a conceptual methodology that addresses an analytic deficiency identified by a 2017 congressional commission that
examined the capabilities of the DOD civilian staff in their determination of force and weapons systems requirements. Specifically, this
paper presents a framework for a “Defense Systems Effectiveness
Modeling and Analysis Capability” whose metric is the probability
of mission success. The objective is the application of modeling and
analysis to guide decisions leading to fielding systems having optimum effectiveness constrained by affordability and reduced development time. While the current U.S. focus is on Systems Readiness,
it is an integral element of the more robust Systems Effectiveness.
While cable raceway fires, cable bundle severing events, and other
common cause cable failures (e.g., rodent damage, chemical damage,
fraying and wear-related damage, etc.) are known to be a serious issue in many systems, the protection of critical cabling infrastructure
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and separation of redundant cables is often
not taken into account until late in the systems engineering process. Cable routing and
management often happens after significant
system architectural decisions have been
made. If a problem is uncovered with cable
routing, it can be cost-prohibitive to change
the system architecture or configuration to
fix the issue and a system owner may have to
accept the heightened risk of common cause
cable failure. Given the nature of cables
where energy and signal functions are shared
between major subsystems, the potential for
failure propagation is significant.

Introduction
The 2018 National Defense Strategy (NDS)
(NDS 2018) makes readiness and warfighter
needs a priority with lethality and warfighting the primary objective. The strategy
emphasizes affordability with sustained and
predictable investment to achieve greater performance through modernizing the
military and restoring readiness. Within this
context, improvement of readiness involves
developing the right systems or systems of
systems with alacrity.
To support the goals of the NDS, the
Department of Defense’s Under Secretary of
Defense for Research and Engineering has
initiated the Digital Engineering Strategy
(DES) that has five goals intended to drive
acquisition of future systems (DES, 2018).
The five goals promote a model-based, systems engineering (MBSE) wherein systems
are digitally rendered. The resulting digital
artifacts become the means of communications between stakeholders. The goals are:
1. Formalize the development, integration,
and use of models to inform enterprise
and program decision making;
2. Provide an enduring, authoritative source
of truth;
3. Incorporate technological innovation to
The Journal of RMS in Systems Engineering

improve the engineering practice;
4. Establish a supporting infrastructure
and environments to perform activities,
collaborate, and communicate across
stakeholders; and
5. Transform the culture and workforce to
adopt and support digital engineering
across the lifecycle.

A Framework for a
Defense Systems
Effectiveness
Modeling &
Analysis Capability

Purpose

An approach to the first goal of the DES
is the purpose of this paper. A crucial element of the formalization process is the
development of an effectiveness modeling
and analysis framework. The advent of DES
is important because recent criticism by a
bipartisan congressional commission noted
that civilian analytical capabilities for force
and weapons development within the Department of Defense (DoD) have severely
degraded since their original establishment
in the 1960s by Robert McNamara (WSJ,
2018). The truth of this statement is borne
out by the lack of an established methodology within DoD for acquiring systems
of systems. There is current work underway
addressing systems of systems, mission
engineering, and capability portfolio analysis
but not at the level of the Weapon System
Effectiveness Industry Advisory Committee
(WSEIAC) study to be discussed shortly.
Specific Contribution of this Paper

The contribution of this paper is twofold.
First, it provides clarity of purpose for
readiness, an oft used and abused term. Why
not readiness? A focus on readiness may lead
to sub-optimum system solution because
it ignores three other factors important to
systems effectiveness and mission success.
Mission success is the applicable measure because it drives force projection and
war-fighting capability. Second, the paper
presents a framework that addresses the role
Summer 2019
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of readiness within the context of mission
success. This framework applies to both
systems and systems of systems acquisition,
providing the stakeholders with quantified
results.1
Organization of Paper

The paper provides a brief discussion of
relevant past work that is foundational to
the development of the “Defense Systems
Effectiveness Modeling and Analysis Capability” (DSEMAC). Key terms are defined
mathematically followed by a brief discussion of the requirements for a framework
that provides the needed structure for the
DSEMAC which in turn is followed by a
description of the proposed framework. A
summary and a description of future work
conclude the paper.
Past Work

A focus on readiness ignores the larger
context of systems effectiveness and the
additional attributes of mission reliability,
mission survivability, mission capability.
It is the premise of this paper that system
effectiveness and mission success are the
same and the overarching goal. Readiness is
a subset of the larger picture that includes
mission reliability, mission survivability, and
mission capability as shown in Figure 1. This
view is not a new concept. The relationships
have a long history that starts in the 1950s
and was extensively documented in a report

Figure 1 The WSEIAC Systems Effectiveness Hierarchy (Adapted
from WSEIAC 1966)

published by the Weapon System Effectiveness Industry Advisory Committee in the
1960s (WSEIAC, 1965). Figure 1 is based
on the WSEIAC report and illustrates the
relationship between overall mission effectiveness and its constituent components of
mission readiness, mission reliability, and
mission capability. Note that mission survivability is not included in the report and
thus omitted from Figure 1. Survivability is
included in this paper for completeness as
shown in Figure 2.

A Framework for a
Defense Systems
Effectiveness
Modeling &
Analysis Capability

Figure 2 The Revised WSEIAC Systems Effectiveness Hierarchy

As defined by the WSEIAC report,
mission readiness (often known as operation
availability (Ao) or operational readiness
(OR)) quantifies the percentage of time that
the system is ready at the start of the mission. Mission reliability (or dependability)
quantifies the likelihood that the system
will perform its mission essential functions
throughout the mission. Both these terms
are well represented in the literature. Mission capability quantifies the adequacy of
the system to meet the mission goals. Capability is about ways and means. It matters
not if the system is available and reliable
throughout the mission if it cannot achieve
the desired results because the said ways and
means were insufficient or incorrect.
Figure 2 presents a complete view of the
relationships with the addition of mission
survivability. The probability of mission success is a function of the four terms. Therefore,
the graphic is a top-level objective hierarchy.
As an objective tree, the goal is to maximize

1 System will be used throughout this paper.
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the probability of mission success. The lower-level objectives each describe a specific
aspect of mission success and are, therefore,
inherently important. The lower-level objectives can be expanded by including another
level of detail. For example, mission survivability can be expanded to susceptibility and
vulnerability. In this case, the goal is to reduce
both to increase survivability.
The systems effectiveness hierarchy and
the following equation for Pms provides
a quantitative basis for the acquisition of
weapons systems and systems of systems.
The WSEIAC report provided a general
mathematical relationship for mission success as follows:
Pms=(Pao)(Prm)(Psm)(Pcm)
where;
Pms = the probability of mission success for a
specified mission.
Pao = the probability that the system is available at the start of the mission.
Prm = the probability that the system will
successfully perform specified mission essential functions by mission phase.
Psm = the probability that the system will
survive the mission.
Pcm = the probability that the system meets
the capability objectives.
Note the probabilistic formulation of
mission success. There are several valid reasons for this approach. First, military operations are characterized by random variables
for example, probability of detection or
probability of kill. Second, probabilities are
dimensionless making them easier to work
with across diverse system elements such as
sensors and weapons.
In systems terminology, Figure 3 is a
context diagram that becomes a starting
point for the framework requirements discussed in the following section.
The Journal of RMS in Systems Engineering
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Figure 3 Systems Effectiveness Relationships

Framework Requirements
A framework is a structured way of relating
objects of interest and their resulting interactions. The importance of a framework
in the acquisition of systems cannot be
understated. First, a framework organizes
theory and practice and provides a structure
for methods. Second, complex systems and
systems of systems are typically not developed as a single architecture. Thus, there are
time-phasing and contractual issues. Individual systems are usually single function,
and system couplings are interdependent
(Luman, 2000).
Third, there currently is no systematic
method of measuring systems effectiveness.
The literature is devoid of theory and standards. Most approaches center on qualitative
methods which are subjective at best.
Basic Requirements

There are four major requirements for the
framework: the supporting methods must
be quantitative, the supporting methods
must present results probabilistically, and
the supporting methods must be reliability
Summer 2019
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based. Finally, the framework must support
hierarchy and abstraction. The end goal is a
framework that supports evaluation of mission success versus cost where the emphasis
is on the likelihood of mission success.
Quantitative

One of the first steps in an analysis is to
describe the processes involved. Mathematics is precise and explanatory, facilitating
analysis and explanation of more complex
problems than possible using qualitative
methods. The model for the probability of
mission success must be based on proven
methodology. The challenge is developing
and maintaining a model for each mission
which will be large and complex for complex
systems.
Probabilistic

Military operations are about achieving success
and the estimation of event probabilities,
typically described as measures of effectiveness
(MOE) or measures of performance (MOP).
Often parametric values are used incorrectly as
measures. For example, detection of a threat is
expressed as a probability of detection and is a
function of several parameters including range.
The outcome is the probability of detection as
a function of range.

Reliability-Based

Reliability theory is based on the premise of
system success and failure (Psuccess = 1 – Pfailure).
Many of its concepts are foundational precepts
to quantifying system effectiveness. Further,
most of the system variables of interest are reliability related. Figure 3 identifies them as key
system attributes.

A Framework for a
Defense Systems
Effectiveness
Modeling &
Analysis Capability

Hierarchy and Abstraction

Systems are hierarchical by nature with
increasing detail at each level of expansion.
The framework must support models that
describe each level of expansion. This paper
suggests a black box approach at each layer.
A Notional Effectiveness Model

Systems concepts are based on a need
to meet an operational requirement. The
effectiveness of how well this need is met
(mission success) is a measure of its tactical
utility and its value to the force structure.
Figure 4 is a notional model adapted from
Figure 2-1 found in the Reliability Engineering Handbook (NAVWEPS, 1964). It
summarizes the first three figures and is
intended to convey several points. How well
the system will perform, how long the system will perform, and how often the system
can perform.

Figure 4 A Systems Effectiveness Model (Adapted from NAVWEPS 1964)

The Journal of RMS in Systems Engineering
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This model, when combined with a
decision process, becomes the basis for the
overall framework model.

Proposed Framework
Figure 5 is a generic decision process. It
serves as a guide to understanding how to
incorporate Figure 4 into a larger context.
Figure 6 is the resulting proposed framework.

of system variables and how they interact
quantitatively and accurately. Knowledge of
the system is imperative. In the framework,
this is represented by the upper five boxes
(orange and purple). Second, select a single
MOE expressible in terms of the variables
represented by the blue box. A premise of
this paper is that mission success is that
MOE. The final step is to select the method

A Framework for a
Defense Systems
Effectiveness
Modeling &
Analysis Capability

Figure 5 Generic Decision Process

Problem Formulation

With the framework in place, it is appropriate to return to the purpose of the framework to wit: to make decisions about system
selection. There are three basic steps to the
decision process. First, understand the set

by which the best system is selected represented by the green box.
The decisions involve making choices
from a set of candidate solutions in order to
find the most desirable solution. Once the
decision is made it becomes an irrevocable

Figure 6 A Framework for a Defense Systems Effectiveness Modeling and Analysis Capability
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allocation of resources. Given the set of
candidate solutions, the task becomes one of
defining a system such that:
Pms=(Pao)(Prm)(Psm)(Pcm)
Subject to the following constraints
• Specified Mission
• Required Performance
• Budget
This is a basic optimization problem. It is
decisive because the result is one system—
the best one.
Comments on Cost-Effectiveness

In the model described in Figure 6, cost-effectiveness has been chosen as the criterion for the model because it is best used
for ranking alternatives that are relatively
similar especially when there is a single
dominant objective whose attainment can be
assessed directly or for which a good proxy
value exists (Quade, 1982). It is axiomatic
in the world of quantitative analysis that in
general, the possibility of selecting between
two alternatives based on cost and effectiveness data alone is not possible. It is a choice
between specifying performance or cost. If
the former then cost is minimized, if the
latter then effectiveness is maximized.

framework for a “Defense Systems Effectiveness Modeling and Analysis Capability.”
It describes why the key decision criterion
is the probability of mission success and
shows the approach to the derivation of the
Framework. This Framework is inclusive of
Capability, Readiness, Mission Reliability,
and Survivability which is typically omitted
in system effectiveness evaluations.

A Framework for a
Defense Systems
Effectiveness
Modeling &
Analysis Capability

Future Research

As noted, Survivability is not usually included. While availability and readiness have a
large literature base, there is very little material on survivability.
A second research topic is Candidate
Capability Architecture solution development. There is no literature on performance-based architecture development.
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Detective Maintenance
Abstract
Physical assets used in industries, are susceptible to failures, due to
natural degradation. The failures are of two types. Of these, revealed
failures will be known to operators, but unrevealed failures remain
so, till a second event also occurs. In high hazard continuous process
industries, these can cause serious harm. This paper addresses the
management of unrevealed failures. These failures occur in production
and protective systems. Actions to mitigate them, in both production
and protective systems are identical. In this paper, the focus is on protective systems in continuous process industries.

Introduction
Industries that provide goods or services use physical assets extensively. With use, and over time, these assets degrade, and cease to
perform their intended functions. Failures have consequences, some of
which will be severe. If they are very low, no action is required. If not,
mitigating actions are required. Faulty protective systems or devices
are a special case; there is no consequence till there is a demand on
them. They can remain faulty for a long time, unknown to the operator. All the while, the fault threatens the safety of the protected
equipment or system. Unrevealed faults pose a challenge, and must
be detected in time, before an unexpected demand results in a serious
accident. This paper explains the relevant issues. The options available
to mitigate risks effectively and economically are examined.
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Terminology & Definitions
An element is the smallest replaceable part
of an assembly, that is normally replaced if it
fails. It is also called a component.
A device is an assembly of elements that
perform a desired function.
An assembly of devices that performs a
function, is called an equipment.
The term item, is used to describe an
element, device, or equipment.
A system has many items and performs a
specific function.
A plant produces goods or services that
customers want and consider valuable. It has
many systems.
Failure is the inability to do what is
expected of an item, in a stated operating
environment.
The term duty describes how an item is
used. Are there sudden or frequent starts
and stops? Is an item loaded and unloaded
gradually? Is the load intermittent or continuous? Is the item loaded at, or close to its
maximum rated capacity?
Stated environment describes the operating conditions, both internal and external.
These may be benign or aggressive, and
includes the conditions of exposure or duty.
Revealed failures are those where the

consequences occur at the same time as the
failure. They are also called evident failures.
Unrevealed failures are those where a
second event or fault must also occur before
there is a consequence. They are also called
hidden failures.

Detective
Maintenance

Production and Protection
Systems
The function of most of the assets in a process plant is to produce goods or services for
sale. Some assets provide an infrastructure
for this purpose. These include buildings
roads, computers, and instruments not directly connected to production systems.
There are other systems whose function is
to protect the production system. If process
parameters get out of control, they bring the
production system to a safe state. This may
be achieved by starting additional equipment,
shutting down or depressurizing affected sections, or by other actions that limit damage
to assets, people and the environment. They
are rarely called upon to work, as the normal process control systems manage routine
deviations. Due to infrequent demands, they
are idle for most of the time. In this time, a
fault can develop, due to gumming, sticking
or calibration drifts, caused by vibrations, heat

Primary Fault

Additional Event/Failure

Flammable-gas detector fails to detect

Ignition source also present

Standby pump does not start

Duty pump fails in service

Relief Valve does not lift at set pressure

Overpressure of protected item

Fault in Emergency Shutdown valve

Unsafe process condition in plant

Rotor axial displacement sensor faulty

Rotor thrust bearing hot+ vibrations

Turbine over-speed trip device faulty

Load drops off suddenly

Flare line drain valve plugged

Liquid in flare line needs draining

Fire water deluge nozzles plugged

Deluge valve opens

Faulty reverse current relay

Reverse current occurs

Tank level trip instrument faulty

Tank level control fails in service

Fighter jet ejector seat faulty

Plane out of control; pilot must eject

Table 1 Examples of Unrevealed Failures
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or other environmental conditions. These
faults can remain unknown to the operator
for months or years. If there is a demand on
the system when it has a fault, it will not act
in time, or respond at all. A serious accident
may then occur.
The examples in Table 1, illustrate this
point. Note that in each case the primary
fault by itself does not cause harm. It is only
when there is a demand on it, due to an
additional event or fault, when damage can
take place. Normally, the operator cannot
know that the primary fault exists. These
events occur randomly. Eliminating the
pre-existing primary fault is the only option.
Process plants have a number of protective systems. In the event the production
system becomes unsafe, they bring it to a
safe condition. This can be due to a failure of
the normal process control systems, a leak of
process fluids, an operator error or an external situation. They are normally dormant,
as protective systems are only required to
work in abnormal situations. Most of the
protective systems are electrical, electronic
or programmable logic designs, called Safety
Instrumented Systems (SIS). The International Electrotechnical Commission (IEC)
standard 61508, is the basis of SIS designs.
IEC 61511, based on IEC 61508, is applicable to the continuous process industry. The
US ANSI/ISA 84.00.01-2004 mirrors IEC
61511, but has some additional clauses. Other
industries, such as railways, nuclear plants,
road transport and power drive systems also
use standards based on IEC 61508.
The SIS will have one or more sensors.

Their signals go to a logic solver unit, that has
voting (such as, two out of three or 2oo3),
or a decision logic, such as, IF-THEN. Its
output signal goes to one or more actuators,
such as a solenoid. That is connected to an executive device, such as, a shutdown valve or a
switch to isolate the energy source. The action
of the executive device makes the situation
safe. The protective system succeeds when all
the items, cable terminations and mechanical links work promptly and correctly. The
scheme is illustrated in Figure 1.
There are also some mechanical protective
systems. These include bursting disks, relief
valves, and overspeed trip devices.

Detective Maintenance
Strategy

Figure 1 Schematic showing safeguarding elements and links

The late John Moubray, author and renowned teacher, used the term detective
maintenance, to describe the process to
identify unrevealed failures. This is done by
simulating a real demand, using a test, under
controlled conditions. That verifies how the
system would respond to a real demand.
The test reveals faults that would otherwise
remain unknown. When these tests are done
periodically, the time between a fault occurring and its discovery, can be reduced by
shortening the test intervals.
Idle systems develop faults for several
reasons. Vibration, temperature extremes,
fouling, or erosion of sensor elements,
gumming of valve stems, wear of mechanical
links, and other environmental causes, result
in faults.
Revealed or evident failures are
known to the operator, so they are easier
to manage. The onset of failure would be
known, by a change in parameters, such as,
vibration, temperature, differential pressure
or heat transfer rate. Progress of the fault
can be monitored by trending that parameter. That makes prediction of time to

The Journal of RMS in Systems Engineering
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functional failure fairly simple. This strategy
is called predictive maintenance (PdM), or
condition based maintenance (CBM). It is
different from detective maintenance, and
is only applicable to evident failures with parameters that allow trending.

Levels of Testing
The protective system is designed to take
action when there is an unsafe situation.
There are two failure modes to manage.
The first is when it does not become active
in time, leading to an escalation of trigger
events. That exposes the plant to danger,
and it is termed a fail-to-danger mode.
The second case is when it becomes active
when the situation is perfectly safe. This is a
false alarm, that can lead to a spurious trip.
This causes an avoidable loss of production,
which is also undesirable. However, safety
of the plant is not compromised, so this is
called a safe failure mode. Testing is aimed
at exposing fail-to-danger modes.
In a real demand scenario, the sequence
of events will be as follows.
• Sensor(s) note unsafe condition; signal
sent to logic solver
• Decision logic generates a signal; sent to
actuator(s)
• Actuator(s) move the executive element(s)
• Executive device takes actions to mitigate the situation
Faults can occur within each item and
at interfaces. Any of these can prevent the
corrective action. The last step will cause a
production loss, which is not acceptable in
a test situation. Sensors, logic solvers, actuators and executive devices are, in practice,
checked separately, after sectional isolation.
If all the items work, it is inferred that the
whole system works. That is arguable, but is
seen as a pragmatic compromise.
The Journal of RMS in Systems Engineering

Opportunity-Based Tests
Before accepting that compromise, there is
a possibility to use an existing opportunity.
If a production system or the whole plant
trips, it is useful to download the relevant
operating data at the time of the incident.
That provides data normally available from
a real test. Credit can then be taken for
this “test.” Procedures must be in place in
advance, to enable this work. If a system or
unit has to be stopped for minor planned
work, the stoppage can be initiated by a test.
In this case, only the initiating signal source
is not verified, while the rest of the loop is
checked.
When a unit or plant is due for a major
planned shutdown (turnaround), a number
of tests can be done during the process of
shutting it down.

Detective
Maintenance

On-Stream Tests
In some plant designs, spare Pressure Relief
Valves (PRV) are installed, with isolation
valves that are interlocked. One PRV is
in use, while the other is blocked off. That
enables testing of PRVs while the plant is
on-stream.
On-stream relief valve testing methods
are also available from commercial vendors.
The process simulates the operation of the
PRVs under normal operating conditions.
An external mechanical lifting force that
supplements the valve opening force, is applied gradually. This enables the PRV test to
be done without disturbing normal operations. The vendor’s software provides data on
the lifting and reseating pressures, and the
mass of fluid discharged. One of the risks
posed by this method is that sometimes the
PRV may not reseat after the test. The other
issue is that internal fouling, or other damage will still remain a threat, till an overhaul
is done.
Opportunity-based and on-stream tests
Summer 2019
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can only be applied in a few cases. The rest
still need functional tests.

Functional Tests
This is done at the element level or at the
system level. Sensors, such as gas detectors,
may be tested individually, at site. Failures
will be recorded in the test report, and
defective items replaced. Failure rates can be
computed as follows:
Failed Items ÷ (sample size × time in service),

and

MTBF = 1 ÷ failure rate

Functional tests can be done at the system (or loop) level, from sensors to executive
devices. If the test is successful, there will
be a significant loss of production, or of
environmental damage. For example, with
a successful test, an emergency shutdown
valve will close, or a depressurization valve
will open. The loss of production can be
substantial. That poses a dilemma, as these
consequences are unacceptable. To prevent
damage or loss due to the test, the movement of the executive device is restricted
or stopped completely. This can be done at
various levels, as discussed below.

Executive Element
Movement Stopped

oil to the sump is seen as evidence that the
main valve would have moved fully, had the
diversion not been made.
In all these cases, the inference that the
executive device would have worked satisfactorily, is not always true.

Detective
Maintenance

Partial Movement Tests
The purpose of partial movement tests is to
limit the movement or stroke the executive
device. This is done by physically stopping
the stem from moving more than a few mm.
If it is a rotary device, like a ball or butterfly
valve, the movement is restricted to two or
three degrees of arc. Special devices that
allow controlled partial movement of large
valves that are hydraulically or electrically
operated, are available and can be retrofitted.
Such tests confirm that the executive
device moves on demand. They also perform
another useful function; the small movement breaks off any gumming, allowing free
movement thereafter. The time to complete
the full stroke is an important requirement,
but that cannot be checked by partial movement tests.
Functional tests will not be able to
discover internal faults, caused by fouling,
fatigue, corrosion or erosion. For that, an
internal cleaning and inspection is required.

Test Coverage Factor

In some cases, there is a mechanical
link between the executive device and actuator. That link can be removed before the
test, to stop the movement. In other cases, a
physical obstruction prevents the executive
element from moving.
Hydraulic pressure is sometimes used to
move isolation valves of machinery, such as,
compressors or turbines. When the actuator moves the pilot valve to energise the
hydraulic cylinder of the main valve, the oil
is diverted to a sump. The flow of hydraulic

When an item is overhauled, internal cleaning and inspection will enable the elimination of any faults identified. After re-assembly and testing, the item is as good as new.
In the absence of overhauls, faults such as
internal fouling, misalignment of parts, corrosion or fatigue damage will not be known
by testing alone. The test coverage factor, is
a measure of the level of confidence that can
be assigned to the test. It is defined as:
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Detectable Faults ÷ Faults Present
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The coverage factor can approach 100%,
but is always lower.

Computing Test Intervals
Complete loop tests are not practical in
most situations for the reasons discussed
earlier. Testing the elements separately is
relatively easy, as it does not need a system
shutdown. Thus, sensing units, such as, gas
detectors, will be tested as a set. The formula
in this section apply to sets of sensors, logic
solvers, actuators and executive devices.
From the results the failure rates can be
calculated, using the formula given earlier in
the section on functional tests.
High criticality of protected systems
pose greater risks, and need a better level of
protection. That means that the related protective system availability must be high.
When the protective system reliability
(measured as Mean Time Between Failures
or MTBF) is high, the protective system
availability will be high. Similarly, as the test
intervals are reduced, the system availability
goes up. These relationships can be stated
mathematically as:
(100% – %availability) =
(Test interval) ÷ (2 × MTBF)

result of the tests on sets of elements. Over
a given operating period, of say, 12 months,
the element’s MTBF in months, is:
MTBF =
Installed Elements × 12 months
÷ Failed Elements

In the absence of test data, default
MTBF, values from the vendors can be used
(with caution). There are tables and charts in
IEC 615111, from which test intervals can
be read off for each grade of element and the
configuration of the protective loop.

Summary
Protective systems and devices are necessary
to operate process plants safely. They are
susceptible to faults that will not be obvious
to the operator, and remain in a failed state,
until they are detected. In their failed state, if
a second event occurs, the defective protective
device will not work. This will result in high
consequences. A Detective Maintenance
strategy is the best way to find such faults
economically. This paper describes practical
solutions, along with the associated risks.
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Leveraging Foundry
Baseline Checks for
Robust Reliability
Verification
Introduction
At every node, and for every integrated circuit (IC) design, there is
one crucial element for success: the quality of the verification rule
deck. The requirements defined in rule decks ensure that designs can
be manufactured successfully, and that they will perform as intended. Today’s IC designers and verification engineers alike rely on the
foundry to provide robust design rule checking (DRC), layout versus
schematic (LVS), and parasitic extraction (PEX) rule decks that
support automated design layout and verification. The complexity of
today’s designs, combined with the cost of failure (in both delivery
time and production expense) provide ample justification for using
these foundry rule decks—they have been validated and qualified by
the foundry, and define known good solutions for sign-off verification. But what about other verification needs?
In the last few years, the increased demand for product reliability (both in performance and product lifetime) has created a broad
need for context-aware reliability verification [1]. Foundries have
responded by creating reliability rule decks that deliver a wide range
of reliability solutions, from electrostatic discharge (ESD), latch-up
(LUP), and interconnect reliability, to power management, electrical
overstress (EOS), and other potential reliability impacts [2].
These foundry-qualified reliability rule decks provide an excellent starting point for IC reliability verification flows, and should
be the baseline for IC reliability verification in any design company.
Electronic design automation (EDA) companies provide verification
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tools that use these rule decks to automate
and standardize IC reliability verification
flows, just like they do for DRC, LVS, and
PEX. Need more justification? Consider this—customer demand for enhanced
product reliability, along with the relentless progress to smaller nodes, is driving
the foundries to continuously develop and
qualify new and augmented reliability rules,
saving design companies countless hours
and resources that would otherwise be spent
creating custom rule decks. Creating your
own rule decks to achieve this desired reliability baseline would require tremendous
cost in time and resources, with no guarantee the results would match the foundry’s
requirements.

Foundry Reliability Rules
Because foundry offerings typically have a
specific reliability focus, design companies
should understand what each foundry’s reliability rule deck offers. While ESD protection is the common thread among all reliability rule decks, they diverge in other areas.
All major foundries now provide reliability rule decks to their customers, each
focusing on those reliability issues it considers most critical to its customer base [3-8].
Some address ESD, interconnect reliability,
and LUP, at both the IP and full-chip level,
with components such as complete ESD/
LUP rule check coverage using topology,
point-to-point (P2P) resistance, current
density (CD), and layout-based LUP rules.
Others address industry-specific needs,
such as the analog constraint checks developed for the RESCAR-project for reliability
checking, in the form of automotive reliability check templates. These checks enable designers to ensure the enhanced level
of reliability compliance that automotive
industry standards, such as the international
functional safety standard ISO 26262, now
The Journal of RMS in Systems Engineering

require throughout the entire automotive
supply chain [9]. What’s more, even though
these types of reliability checks are targeted
towards the analog segment of designs, they
can be used to analyze and enhance the reliability of any IC design. Checks for power
management, ESD, and charge device model
(CDM) protection, as well as analog design constraint checks that address sensitive
analog layout requirements, such as device
alignment, symmetry, orientation/parameter
matching, and more can be useful in a wide
range of IC designs.
Some foundries have also implemented
IP quality programs, designed to help their
customers improve intellectual property (IP)
dependability, by using their reliability rules
to establish a consistent reliability baseline
for both design companies and IP providers
across the ecosystem [10].

Leveraging
Foundry Baseline
Checks for
Robust Reliability
Verification

Establishing a Reliability
Verification Baseline
Typically, internal design and CAD support groups leverage the foundry rule deck
as their baseline when they need to develop customized rule decks to address their
company’s specific needs. For DRC, LVS,
and PEX rules, this often means starting
from the foundry-provided rule decks and,
as needed, applying relatively small additions or modifications to ensure the design
company’s unique or proprietary verification
requirements are satisfied. Not only is this
more efficient in terms of time and resources, but it also ensures consistency across all
designs and nodes, since the foundry rule
deck is always the starting point.
The same methodology should be applied for reliability verification. Companies
can start by incorporating the foundry-supplied reliability rule deck into their verification flows precisely because those requirements have been thoroughly vetted by
Summer 2019
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the foundry. From IP to full-chip reliability
applications, the value of establishing a baseline for reliability acceptance throughout the
entire design flow has been established [11].
Whether your company is implementing
formal reliability verification for the first
time, or you already have a customized inhouse reliability checking process, foundry
reliability rule decks provide the same benefits as DRC, LVS, and PEX decks—uniform, qualified requirements and consistent
foundry maintenance across all projects and
process nodes.
What’s the best way to implement a
foundry reliability rule deck? When design
teams evaluate the applicability of the foundry reliability solution, they first must understand what is being verified by the foundry
rule deck. This is essential, more so if your
company uses different foundries for different projects. Understanding which distinct
areas of reliability concerns the reliability rule
deck from a specific foundry addresses now
becomes a part of that decision and informs
areas for supplemental coverage.
Foundry selection can also be affected by
mergers and acquisitions. Project teams in
a unified company may continue to develop
new versions and incremental updates of
chips using the same foundries they employed for the original products. Faced with
the time and expense of transferring to a
new foundry, they adopt the adage of “If it
isn’t broken, don’t fix it.”
Whatever the reason, if your company is
sending different projects to different foundries, it is essential to make sure you have a
clear understanding of the reliability checks
each foundry provides, and confirm they
align with any internal requirements for the
designs to which they will be applied.
Once you know which foundry rule
deck(s) you will be working with, you must
determine when and how to integrate the

foundry rules into your design and verification flows. Whether it’s part of transitioning
to a new process node, or integrating the
rules into an established node, many companies begin by supplementing any internal
methodologies and rule checks already in
place. Using this incremental approach to
gain trust in the process and the results, then
transitioning more of the design flow to
foundry-provided reliability rule decks, is a
typical evolutionary path.
In any case, the first step is to download
the foundry’s reliability rule deck for your
current design process node, and review the
contents with your reliability/ESD team.
They need to determine how well-aligned
the foundry rules are with your own internal
requirements, flows, and design practices.
For example, the foundry-provided ESD/
LUP rules are an excellent starting point for
developing a reliability baseline, but depending on what your foundry provides, additions to your full-chip checklist might need
to include:
• Validation that all IPs are correctly implemented
• Context/voltage-aware LUP protection
verification [12]
• Interconnect robustness analysis
• Stacked devices analysis in the context of
the whole chip
• Verification that the correct power ties
are used in wells
They’ll also need to evaluate the capabilities of any EDA tools you are using.
Reliability checking often requires “context
awareness,” which is the ability to consider
both geometrical and electrical information
together to determine the correct implementation. If your verification tools don’t
provide automated context-aware analysis,
designers may find themselves spending a
lot of time trying to implement these checks
with manual annotation and custom code.
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Adopting tools that support automated context-aware checking can ensure faster, more
accurate reliability checking and debugging.
New process nodes present both new design opportunities and a learning experience
for designers, as they must become familiar
with the nuances of the flow, and understand
the potential reliability concerns of new
devices and interconnect. New design starts,
particularly those on new process nodes,
benefit greatly from leveraging foundry-provided rule decks, especially since the acquired
knowledge and experience from previous
nodes and foundries may no longer apply.

Best Practices for
Reliability Verification
While creating consistency in reliability verification across your entire design flow takes
time, foundry reliability rule decks provide a
proven baseline from which to begin. Once
you have implemented reliability verification, there are a number of ways to optimize
its use.

elements in the context of the whole chip.
A substantial percentage of today’s
designs consist of IP re-use, whether it is
IP developed internally for previous projects or sourced externally. However, while
the physical layout of an IP block used in
a previous design may remain unchanged,
the reliability context of how that IP block
is used in a new design must be validated. Figure 1 shows proven and trusted IP
placed in multiple power domains in a new
design, with unified power format (UPF)
power state tables (PST) controlling their
activity. While each IP may work well in a
standalone context, rigorous validation of
how they all interact with (and are physically
connected within) the new IC design as a
whole must be completed, particularly when
validating interactions between multiple
power domains.

Leveraging
Foundry Baseline
Checks for
Robust Reliability
Verification

IP Validation, Early and Often

Getting to full-chip sign-off quickly and
efficiently can be greatly enhanced by verifying standalone IP blocks and larger blocks
during chip assembly. Foundry rule decks
typically provide internal switches that allow
designers to run either full-chip checks or
IP-based and block-specific checks. IPbased checks allow the verification process
to begin while design teams are still implementing and assembling IPs from internal
groups and/or 3rd party IP vendors. Just like
DRC, ensuring the IP being delivered to a
design meets the baseline criteria in foundry-provided reliability rule decks should be
a given. As with DRC, validating reliability
at each level as you select and build up the
design provides a deterministic path to success, allowing you to consider these design
The Journal of RMS in Systems Engineering

Figure 1 When placed in a new design with multiple power
domains, even well-trusted IP must be validated for correct connectivity and interaction.

IP provided by multiple sources are
created using a variety of design styles and
techniques. Identifying IP design differences
early in the design process helps eliminate
last-minute issues during IP integration and
assembly. Using foundry reliability rules to
enforce design consistency and best practices
Summer 2019
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can also simplify long-term maintenance
and reduce cost of ownership. For example,
one reliability-related design decision is the
choice of which common ESD techniques
to use for I/O pin protection. Are all of your
I/O IP blocks developed for distributed
ESD protection (often common in ball grid
array designs), or not? Using reliability verification to ensure design consistency across
multiple IP can save your company both
time and money.
Validation of existing IP becomes even
more challenging when it is part of a process
node or foundry change. Retargeting IP can
be especially difficult during a process shrink,
because close attention must be paid to those
parts of the design that should not shrink,
such as interconnect robustness and device
sizing for ESD protection. This is where
foundry reliability rule decks are particularly
helpful. While shrinking interconnect, transistor dimensions, and spacings across most of
the design may be suitable for the new node,
maintaining correct geometrical dimensions
where energy must be shunted (as is the case
for ESD protection circuitry) is essential, and
requires careful validation.
While new nodes may offer new opportunities to improve device performance,
they may also present new design reliability
considerations. For example, when transitioning from planar bulk transistors to finFET or FD-SOI, designers must educate
themselves on the differences in reliability

characteristics between the old and new
devices and processes.
Full-Chip Integration
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Verification of individual IP blocks provides
the foundation for verification of your chip
assembly, but standalone IP verification does
not address the overall context of how the
IP blocks are incorporated into the larger
design. Comprehensive reliability verification at the full-chip level is an essential requirement, with some reliability checks that
must be performed at both the IP level and
in a full-chip context. As shown in Figure 2,
overall chip context is crucial when validating critical reliability applications such as
ESD and EOS protection, voltage-aware
DRC (VA-DRC), and interconnect robustness (particularly critical for avoiding CDM
issues by ensuring low resistance between
ESD clamps).
Foundry reliability rule decks used for
both IP and full-chip runs often have settings or modes that allow the engineer to
define the desired verification level. In the
case of device-level EOS, long-term reliability issues will arise if the bulk is tied to
a higher voltage than the voltage at which
the gate switches. This scenario creates
gate-oxide stress that will cause failure over
time. These types of failures are challenging
to recognize, as they are subtle design errors
not easily identified by traditional SPICE
simulations. To ensure that time-dependent

Figure 2 Reliability verification of critical reliability design issues at the full-chip level.
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dielectric breakdown (TDDB) does not lead
to premature oxide breakdown of interconnect, VA-DRC spacing checks must be
performed in a manner that considers the
voltages on these interconnects [13].
While most designers expect basic ESD
checking from their automated tool flows,
more complex reliability checks, like interconnect robustness verification with P2P
and CD analysis, are becoming critical to
product success. For example, due to the
shrinking of gate oxide thickness and use of
multiple power domains at advanced nodes,
CDM checking is required to protect gates
that are directly connected to power/ground.
When active clamps are used, engineers
must also validate resistance between global
power nets (of different domains) to avoid
CDM issues.

coverage as new reliability needs arise.
Reliability verification tools provide a
wide range of automated checking capabilities that ensure consistent and accurate reliability checking using the baseline foundry
rule deck. These tools help verification engineers quickly and efficiently find and resolve
even the most complex reliability issues from
the block/IP level through full-chip sign-off
verification.
Ensuring consistent, complete, and
accurate reliability verification solutions is a
critical step for ensuring long-term device
performance and product lifetime in today’s
demanding and expanding markets. Beginning with a foundry-qualified reliability rule
deck provides a solid baseline, and offers a
proven path for future growth.

Conclusion

1.

For many IC design companies and IP suppliers, reliability verification is a new practice, one that comes with intense visibility
and many different demands. Adoption of
new process nodes provides design companies an excellent opportunity to reevaluate
their entire ecosystem, from IP provider to
final chip assembly. Implementing foundry-qualified and foundry-maintained reliability rule decks enables both design and
IP companies to incorporate proven baseline
robustness and reliability criteria into their
verification flow, while eliminating the time
and resources needed to create and support
proprietary verification solutions. However,
a thorough understanding of the coverage
provided by a foundry’s reliability rule deck
is essential to ensure that your company’s
internal criteria is covered by that rule deck,
especially when multiple projects source different foundries. As with other foundry rule
decks, companies may need to work with
their chosen foundry to expand rule deck
The Journal of RMS in Systems Engineering
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1 First published in 2016 Annals of MIRCE Mechanics, ( page 17-28), published by MIRCE Akademy,
Exeter, UK

Abstract
There has long been a philosophy in aircraft design that errors
by maintainers are not the concern of the designer—maintainers
should be trained not to make errors. That philosophy is rapidly
changing. There is an increasing awareness by regulators, designer/
manufacturers, operators and other organisations in the aircraft
industry of the impact that the design characteristics of aircraft can
have on safe and effective maintenance performance and, in particular, on the avoidance of maintenance error and the mitigation of its
consequences.
Designers of aircraft, systems and components cannot influence
all of the many factors that might influence maintenance performance and maintenance error. However, designers have an important role to play because design characteristics have a significant
impact on the form, frequency and duration of the maintenance
task and have important implications for the possible occurrence of
maintenance error.
From a design perspective, there are a number of complementary
and integrated strategies that can be adopted to effectively address
the relationship between design characteristics and maintenance
error including— i) to specify design requirements for aircraft,
system and component design that directly address the possibility
of maintenance error, ii) to integrate into design general principles
that can be applied by the aircraft, system or component designer to
assist -them in designing to prevent maintenance error or, if this is
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not practicable, to reduce its negative effects,
and iii) to analyse design solutions for maintenance error through formal evaluation
processes such as human hazard or human
error analyses.
This paper examines the second of these
strategies. It identifies and discusses the rationale of general design principles that can
be adopted by designers as part of an overall
design effort for maintenance performance.
It is based on the author’s experience in
developing design principles for maintenance performance and in developing and
delivering practical training for designers of
commercial aircraft.

Maintainability
Design Principles
for Aircraft
Maintenance Error
Avoidance

The aircraft maintenance process consists
of a flow of tasks designed to maintain the
safe and effective operation of the aircraft
in service. Maintenance tasks typically
include removal, installation, servicing, rigging, inspection, cleaning and other maintenance activities.
The execution of any maintenance task involves the possibility of error. Error in aircraft
maintenance is the consequence of a complex
interaction of many factors including system
and maintenance task design, maintenance
personnel and other resources, maintenance
organisation, and the physical environment in
which the maintenance occurs.
Maintenance error can be formally defined as the unintentional act of performing
a maintenance task incorrectly that can potentially degrade the performance of the aircraft. For example, if a maintainer working
in limited conditions of visual access fails to
connect a component correctly the resulting

maintenance error could be an incorrect
installation leading to potential failure of the
component.
Human behaviour is variable and is determined by a considerable range of factors
that can vary significantly in different conditions and environments. Common factors
can produce different responses and effects.
Individual behaviours do not display uniformity and the designer would find it difficult
to generate a design solution that would be
applicable to the individual behaviours of
maintainers. However, when designing an
aircraft system or component the designer
can address common patterns of behaviour
manifest in reasonably foreseeable maintenance errors.
Empirical evidence indicates that there
are common maintenance errors that tend to
reoccur. Frequently occurring maintenance
errors include:
• Wrong part installed
• Fault not found by inspection
• Incomplete installation
• Cross connection
• Fault not detected
• Wrong orientation
• Access not closed
• Wrong fluid
• Servicing not performed
• Fault not found by test
• System not deactivated
• Material left in aircraft
Most errors in aircraft maintenance are
the result of unintentional or inappropriate
actions that lead to maintenance error in a
particular set of circumstances. There are also
intentional actions on the part of the maintainer when, for some reason, it is either
considered to be the correct action or a better way of performing a maintenance task. It
should be recognised that maintenance error
does not necessarily result in degradation of
the aircraft.
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1. Maintenance Error

An error can be recovered or corrected,
before it results in consequential degradation. The consequence of maintenance error
may be relatively insignificant or largely
economic and recoverable. However, maintenance error can potentially lead to catastrophic consequences with loss of both
aircraft and of life.
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The correct completion of an aircraft maintenance task depends upon the interaction
and interrelationships of the design characteristics of the aircraft and its operation
in a particular environment. Design characteristics of the aircraft include technical
systems and components. They also include
the consequent design of maintenance tasks,
procedures, manuals, tools, equipment and
initial training of maintainers. Operation
will include the characteristics of maintenance personnel, the maintenance organisation and the physical environment within
which they work.
The potential for maintenance error
arises where the maintainer and the aircraft
interact through the maintenance task. The
purpose of the aircraft is to provide a set of
functions that enable its operation to deliver a safe flight that departs and arrives on
schedule. The aircraft’s ability to deliver safe
and effective flights is sustained through
maintenance to ensure that it functions as
and when required.
The operation, maintenance and support
of an aircraft are made up of related processes, which consist of tasks carried out by
humans using physical resources.
A maintenance task can be described in
the following terms:
• A maintenance task is any specified set
of maintenance actions that is performed
to maintain the required function of an
aircraft component or system.

• The set of maintenance actions is related by their task requirement and their
sequential occurrence in time.
• The execution of maintenance tasks
involves human actions that comprise of
some combination of cognitive (“thinking”) and physical action (“doing”).
• Each task requires an expected level of
maintenance performance to complete
each action and the task as a whole.
The successful completion of a maintenance task as specified therefore involves:
• The human: performance and limitations
(e.g., vision, hearing, physique, perception, memory, fatigue, etc.).
• System and process design: the demands
placed on human performance that are
the result of design (e.g., operation,
maintenance and support task and resource demands).
• System and process operation: the demands placed on human performance
that are a result of operation (e.g., organisation, procedures, etc.).
• Physical environment: the demands
placed on human performance that are
a result of the physical environment in
which the task is performed (e.g., climate,
temperature, noise, illumination, etc.).
Aircraft designers are not in a position to
control or directly influence all these factors.
Nevertheless, the design of aircraft systems
and components can have a significant impact on maintenance performance. System
and component design characteristics can
promote correct performance of the maintenance task. Importantly, design characteristics can potentially reduce the likelihood
and consequences of maintenance errors and
hazards to the maintainer safeguarding both
the aircraft and the maintainer.
As previously stated, the maintainer and
the aircraft interact through the maintenance task. It is through the maintenance
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2. Design Impact

task that the aircraft affects the performance
of the maintainer and the maintainer affects
the performance of the aircraft. The design
of the system or component will influence
the type, frequency and duration of maintenance tasks carried out in operation.
Key questions for the designer to consider are:
• Shat types maintenance tasks does the
design generate and what actions do they
involve?
• How often is the maintenance task needed and how long will it take?
• What demands does the design place
upon the capabilities of the maintainer to
complete maintenance task?
• Can the demands of the task exceed the
possible limitations of the maintainer?
The complexity of design configuration, physical form, weight, location, access,
method of installation, visual information
and similar factors play an important part in
determining the demands placed upon the
level of maintenance performance required
to successfully complete a maintenance task.
Different designs will have different effects
on maintenance performance. For example,
the use of fewer parts may influence how
easy it is to do the task—improving maintenance performance and reducing the likelihood of maintenance error.
Aircraft maintenance often involves
complex processes that place considerable
demands upon the maintainer to perform at
the level required by the maintenance task.
Maintenance often occurs in environments
that also often place considerable demands
upon the maintainer.
It is important to recognise the human
capabilities and limitations of the maintainer
and the capabilities and limitations that are
inherent in any aircraft design. It involves
the design of aircraft so that the relationship
between the aircraft design and the main-

tainer effected through the maintenance task
will result in optimal maintenance performance that minimises demands on maintainers that could lead to maintenance error.
The design of aircraft systems and components and the operational environment in
which that design functions will influence
the behaviour of the maintainer—for example, how easy it is to complete the task. Design characteristics can generate tasks that
are within the capabilities and limitations
of the maintainer that have a potentially
positive effect on maintenance performance.
Equally, design characteristics can challenge
the capabilities and limitations of the maintainer and have a potentially negative effect
on maintenance performance. Amongst
other consequences, such as decreased maintenance efficiency, this could lead to error or
personal injury during maintenance.
Design can therefore affect the vulnerability of an aircraft to maintenance error and
the consequences of that error. By actively
integrating general principles that address
maintenance error into the design process,
it is possible to create design characteristics
that can possibly prevent or reduce maintenance error (e.g., sealed units or colour
coding), or, eliminate or mitigate the consequences of maintenance error (e.g., isolation
or partial operation).
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3. General Design Principles
In developing design strategies and principles that enable the practical realization
of these strategies through physical design
characteristics, it is important to recognize
that error is an integral and important part of
fundamental human behaviour—it is part of
the normal cognitive and learning processes
of the human. Indeed, error in itself is not
inherently problematic. It is only problematic
when its consequences bring about unwanted
or negative consequences. Design strategies
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should therefore attempt to avoid errors or to
contain the consequences before they become
negative. Error in maintenance is a normal
part of maintenance operations that can be
addressed during the design process.
Design strategies may revolve around
two basic approaches. The first is avoidance
of error. Here the error may be completely
avoided by prevention. Examples of this type
of strategy include designing out operation
significant maintenance tasks, the design of
components that are physically impossible
to assemble or install incorrectly and the
use of staggered part positions that require a
specific configuration or sealed units that do
not require intervention.
It is also possible to reduce the frequency
of occurrence of error. Examples of error frequency reduction include the use of different
part numbers, colour coding, shaped switch
tops, locking switches, standard display formats, standard direction of operation, convenient access panels, reduction of servicing
frequency, protection against accidental
damage, or lubrication points that do not
require disassembly.
The second is tolerance of error. Here
mechanisms to detect error, to reduce the
impact of error, and to recover error may
be employed. Mechanisms to detect error
may include built-in tests, functional tests,
illuminated test points, functionally grouped
tests or warning lights. Detection error can
also include initial training of the maintainer for system state recognition. Reduction of
the impact of error can be achieved through
strategies such as isolation of the consequences of error, the ability for partial operation or the use of redundancy in systems
or components. Recovery of error may be
achieved through self-correction, the development of recovery procedures or specific
training for error recovery.
Specific design objectives can be sum-

marised as follows:
• Design that absolutely eliminates any
possibility of an identified maintenance
error or eliminates its consequences.
• Design that reduces the size of an identified maintenance error or reduces the
extent of its consequences.
• Design that reduces how often an identified maintenance error, or how often its
consequences, are likely to occur.
• Design that ensures that the maintenance error or its consequences is evident under all maintenance conditions,
easy and rapid to detect, and is detected
before flight.
• Design that ensures that following a
maintenance error the means to return
a system to its correct state are evident,
easy, and timely.
In practice, the strategies of avoidance and
tolerance are complementary and it may be
felt necessary to design using a combination.
An error tolerant design may be combined
with error avoidance mechanisms to produce
a robust design. Total avoidance of error may
be considered to be an ideal given the nature
and variability of human performance—error
tolerance will capture and contain errors that
fail avoidance mechanisms.
The general design principles discussed
below provide practical means by which
these strategies can be realised.
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3.1 Appreciate the Maintainer's
Perspective of the Aircraft

Designers design systems or components to
deliver their required functionality. Maintainers are responsible for maintaining that
functionality over the life of the aircraft
whilst ensuring safety standards and operational requirements are met.
As a consequence, maintainers have
a very specific perspective of an aircraft
that will focus on the efficiency and safePage 29

ty of maintenance. Maintainers look for
“maintainer friendly aircraft” whose design
characteristics enable them to achieve good
maintenance performance that deliver the
aircraft back into service when required
by the operator and that will complete the
flight in safety.
From the maintainer’s perspective therefore questions such as:
• How long will the task take?
• Is the task complicated?
• How often is the task required?
• Do I need special training?
• Do I need special tools or equipment?
• Could I make an error?
• How will I know if things go wrong?
• Where is the item located on the aircraft?
• Is there enough space to work in?
• Can I see the item?
• Can I reach the item?
• Where will I carry out the maintenance?
are of critical importance in achieving
the necessary standards of maintenance performance to achieve these objectives.
It is particularly important that the
design of a system or component does not
infringe normal maintenance practices and
the reasonable expectations of the maintainer based on training and experience. Maintainers might reasonably expect, for example,
that on a dial values will increase clockwise.
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To fully appreciate the impact of design on
maintenance performance it is important
to understand the environment in which
aircraft maintainers work. Aircraft maintenance generally takes place under conditions
that are complex and very demanding.
Line maintenance, for example, is generally performed outside the hanger working
on the airport ramp or apron area in all
types of weather and climate, often at night

with limited visibility. The environment is
extremely busy with aircraft loading and
servicing vehicles moving around. There is
considerable noise and there are fumes from
aircraft engines and APUs (auxiliary power
units) running. Above all there is constant
pressure to complete maintenance activities
as quickly as possible to turn the aircraft
around on time for departure. Operators are
in the business of transporting passengers.
Aircraft on the ground cost money and lose
revenue for the operator.
Similarly, base maintenance that is generally carried out in the hanger involves an environment where there is a considerable amount
of activity and pressure to get the job done.
Having to meet exacting work schedules while
still observing standard procedures and safety
standards can be stressful. The hangar is generally noisy from the use of power tools and
there are many fluids and substances (hydraulic
fluids, cleaning compounds, fuel, paints, etc.)
that are potentially dangerous. Maintenance
is often carried out at night when the aircraft
are not in use. This means the work requires
regular shift working. Requirements for
overtime working and call-outs are common.
Maintenance tasks can be physically demanding involving lifting, working in uncomfortable
positions or working at height on scaffolds or
cherry pickers (lifts).
The aircraft maintenance environment
places considerable demands upon the
maintainer and upon maintenance performance. The physical environment has an impact on maintenance performance through:
• lighting
• climate (dry or humid climates)
• temperature (hot or cold temperatures)
• weather (rain, wind, ice, snow, etc.)
• fumes and toxic substances
• noise
• motion
• vibration
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3.2 Understand and Design for the
Aircraft Maintenance Environment

Clearly designers cannot directly influence the many factors present in the working
environment that will affect maintenance
performance. However, they can have an impact on maintenance performance by taking
them into consideration during the design
process and reflecting this in design solutions.
For example, where maintenance tasks are
carried out in extremely low temperatures it is
important to consider whether a maintenance
task generated by a particular design could
be carried out whilst wearing gloves or other
protective clothing. On aircraft lighting can
be used where there are light limitations for
critical tasks such as inspection.
Design solutions that consider the
physical environment in which maintenance is conducted can reduce the potentially negative impact that it can have on
maintenance performance.

Examples of design considerations to protect maintenance personnel from risks, hazards, incidents, injuries or illnesses include:
• electrical isolation and protection from
high voltages
• adequate circuit breakers and fuses
• rounded corners and edges
• warning labels
• hot areas shielded and labelled
• hazardous substances and radiation not
emitted
Protecting the maintainer is important
not only from a health and safety perspective—demands placed on the maintainer
that can be potentially injurious can also
The Boeing 777 Refuelling Panel
Boeing didn’t think of the fact that existing
fuel stands only reached a certain height to
fuel under the wings of the airplane. The 747

3.3 Protect the Aircraft and Protect the
Maintainer

was about as high as the fuel stands could

Design solutions can actively influence both
the impact that the maintainer has on the
aircraft (e.g., through maintenance error or
routine violation of procedures) and the impact that the aircraft has on the maintainer
(e.g., through the health and safety effects of
aircraft design).
Examples of design features that are tolerant to the consequences of maintenance
error or resistant to the effects of maintenance activity and maintenance environment include:
• Designing out safety critical maintenance tasks
• Items physically impossible to assemble
or install incorrectly
• Staggered part positions
• Partial operation or redundancy
• Shaped switch tops, display formats,
direction of operation, etc.
• Warning lights and illuminated test points

designed on the 777 was thirty-one inches
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go to reach that fuelling panel, and the panel
higher than the 747.
Fuellers got very upset. “Have you ever
fuelled an airplane in a high wind at O’Hare?”
they said, “It’s really uncomfortable.”
To go any higher without additional
stability would be a safety issue. Unless the
operators hired personnel who are eight
feet tall it wouldn’t work.
Boeing agreed to move the panel down
the wing, closer to the fuselage, and, because the wing is slanted up, by moving it
inboard it also came closer to the ground—
within six inches of reaching the panel.
Safety specialists allowed a stool to be put
on the top of the fuelling platform to reach
the panel.
Adapted from Sabbagh K. (1996) 21st Century Jet – The Making of the Boeing 777, Pan
Books, pp. 73-74.
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lead to the occurrence of maintenance error.
Design can place undue physical stresses
on the maintainer. The maintainer may be
required to wear cumbersome protective
equipment to work in particular areas of the
aircraft such as fuel tanks. The fatigue that
can result could generate error. Other stressing design characteristics are those that,
for example, involve inadequate lighting,
vibration or noise, undue strength requirements for maintenance activities, unusual
positions in which to carry out maintenance,
or proximity of hot surfaces. A maintainer
who must work close to heat generating
components in a humid environment may
rapidly lose body fluid, through perspiration
Airbus A320 Flap Rotary Actuator
There are four rotary actuators on each wing
of the A320. The function of these actuators is to translate the rotary motion of the
flap drive shaft into movement of the flaps.
Following flap lock events, it was reported in

as a result of increasing body temperature,
which will seriously affect the ability to
function correctly. If working close to a hot
component, the maintainer must continuously avoid being burned whilst undertaking
the maintenance task. The presence of such
psychological and physical stressors can
potentially lead to error.
3.4 Avoid Complexity of Maintenance Tasks

The design of a system or component will
impact upon both the cognitive (thinking)
and physical (doing) demands of the maintenance task. Complexity in design can
generate complex maintenance tasks that are
difficult to understand and difficult to do.
However, the avoidance of complexity
in design need not compromise or constrain
the technical design solution. The design
principle is concerned with the effect that
the design on the maintenance task—an advanced design solution does not necessarily
generate complexity in maintenance.

several cases that the flap rotary actuators

3.5 Enable Adequate Maintenance Access

had recently been removed for re-greasing.

Accessibility means having adequate visual
and physical access to perform maintenance safely and effectively. Adequate
physical and visual access is needed not
only for repair, replacement, servicing, and
lubrication but also for troubleshooting,
checking and inspection.
Examples of physical access considerations include:
• adequate access to frequent maintenance
areas
• openings of adequate size
• avoidance of the need to remove large
numbers of components, fittings, etc. to
reach a component
• replacement of components with the
least amount of handling
• workspace for manipulative tasks, body
and tools positions and movements

Investigation revealed that during accomplishment of removal or installation slight
mis-rigging in the flap transmission had
been induced. This was found as a contributing factor in the reported flap locks.
Existing flap rotary actuators filled with
grease needed removal for re-greasing
approximately every 5 years. A new type of
actuator introduced is filled with semi fluid
and is serviceable on the wing.
The design solution simplified the maintenance task by eliminating the need for
removal/installation of the actuators and
thereby removing the opportunity for
mis-rigging.
Adapted from Airbus FAST Technical Magazine A320 Special May 2005.
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B-1B Engine Visual Access
Each engine on the B-1B bomber has an
accessory drive gearbox (ADG). A hinged
access door with four thumb latches is
provided on each compartment panel for
servicing. The access door permits checking of the ADG oil without having to remove
the compartment panel. However, the oil level sight gauge requires line-of-sight reading.
The way it is installed, the gauge cannot be
read through the access door, even with an
inspection mirror. The entire compartment
panel, secured with 63 fasteners, must be
removed just to see if oil servicing is needed.
Adapted from Worm CM. (1997) The Real
World – A Maintainer’s View, Proceedings
IEEE Reliability and Maintainability Symposium, IEEE.

Examples of visual access considerations
include:
• avoidance of unnecessary obstructions to
the maintainer’s line of sight
• lighting level and direction
Some components by their function or
requirements have to be located in poorly
accessible areas—a design solution in such
cases might be the use of integrated access
platforms or other aids to access.

(and, of course, fully meets all requirements
of the design specification) then it makes
sense from the maintenance perspective to
use common parts.
Similar systems or components with
variations in configuration can reduce the
effectiveness of maintenance and can be a
cause of maintenance error. Re-enforcement
of pattern recognition can also be applied to
commonality in maintenance activities.
If a part does not have commonality with
the function and properties of other parts
then it makes sense from the maintenance
perspective to make the differences obvious.
This will provide a clear and unambiguous
signal to the maintainer that there are differences in maintenance actions.
3.7 Build Error Detection Into the
Maintenance Process

Design solutions can assist in the detection
of maintenance error before aircraft dispatch. Design can determine how maintenance error is detected and by whom. IdeBoeing 777 Door Hinges
Early in the design process it was realized
that there were three separate hinges that
are complex parts. In addition, if the hinge
came into the door at a different place on
each door all the mating, parts would be dif-

3.6 Positively Standardize and Positively
Differentiate

ferent. It was recognized early on that the key

Aircraft maintenance tasks are largely repetitive and standardised. Maintainers rely on pattern recognitions that are determined by their
training and experience to identify system and
component type properties and the form of
the maintenance tasks that are required.
Commonality in design enables such
pattern recognition and enhances maintenance performance. If, for example, a part
has commonality in function and properties

the hinge common, notwithstanding the fact
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to make all the parts common was to make
that the shape of the body was different.
As a result, not only is the hinge common
but also all the mechanism is common.
Indeed, 98 per cent of all the mechanism of
the door is common.
Adapted from Sabbagh K. (1996) 21st Century Jet – The Making of the Boeing 777,
Pan Books, p. 89.
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JSF Landing Gear Sensors
The Joint Strike Fighter team has broken
new ground by the use of landing gear
sensors purely on the basis of improving
maintenance performance.
Landing gear present many maintenance
problems—one particular problem is the
measurement of the amount of hydraulic
fluid by observation. This maintenance task
has led to damaged landing gear due to
overfilling.
The JSF programme, on the recommendation of its prognostics team, has agreed to
embed sensors in the landing gear in order to
report the exact level of hydraulic fluid, and in
doing so has avoided maintenance error and
saved cost.
Adapted from A Prognosis Sensor Victory
on the Joint Strike Fighter (JSF), DSI International, November 2004.

ally, maintenance error should be detected
before the aircraft is handed back to service
after maintenance has been completed.
In practice, however, the flight crew often
detects error either before take-off or, worse,
in flight.
Mechanisms to detect error may include
built-in tests, functional tests, illuminated
test points, functionally grouped tests or
warning lights but equally they can be very
simple such as the use of physical indicators.
Ambiguous, difficult, complex or lengthy
means to detect a maintenance error can
affect the likelihood of detection being successful. Detection means should ensure that
the maintenance error is evident under all
maintenance conditions, easy and quick to
detect, and detected before flight.

that design has to play in influencing maintenance performance and, more specifically,
the avoidance or mitigation of maintenance
error and its negative effects on safe and
effective maintenance activity.
The maintainer interacts with aircraft
systems and components through maintenance tasks that are generated by design
characteristics. Design will determine the
characteristics of the maintenance task and
influence the possibility of occurrence of error – it will also determine the possibility for
error avoidance and tolerance. The purpose
of this paper has been to put forward general design principles that can be practically
adopted and implemented by designers to
develop practicable solutions that address
reasonably foreseeable maintenance errors.
The design principles have been developed from extensive investigation of maintenance error, its causes and consequences
to specifically encourage the designer to
consider the impact of physical design on
the behaviour of the maintainer. The approach is not intended to prescribe design
practice, to teach designers how to design, or
to advocate further constraints to the design
process but rather to add a vitally important
dimension to existing knowledge and skills
that will enhance maintenance performance
and aviation safety.
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4. Conclusion
There is a growing awareness of the vital role
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Eulogy for
Benjamin Blanchard
Benjamin Seaver Blanchard Jr. passed away on July 11, 2019. He
was 89 years old. He is survived by his wife of 62 years, Dorothy
H. (Dot) Blanchard. He leaves behind 3 children and their spouses, Becky and Merritt Beaver of Alpharetta, GA, Ben and Patti
Blanchard of Denver, CO, and Lisa and Dan McCade of Charlottesville, VA, and 7 grandchildren, Alison ( Jason), Briana, Brooke,
Adam, Devon, Shelby and Laina, and 2 great-grandchildren, Kylen
and Nathan.
Born in New York City on July 20, 1929, the son of the late
Benjamin Seaver Blanchard Sr. and Eleanor Phillips Blanchard,
Ben spent much of his early childhood with his maternal grandparents at their estate in Peterborough, NH. There he would shadow
his grandfather, a civil engineer and likely inspiration for his own
future career path. At age 11, Ben was enrolled in Dublin School, an
all-male boarding school in New Hampshire, and a place he remembered fondly throughout his life for teaching him responsibility and
springboarding his education. Ben attended the University of Maine
for college, thoroughly surprising his Harvard educated father and
grandfather, graduating with a B.S. degree in Civil Engineering in
June 1951. Three days later, Ben was drafted into the U.S. Air Force
to serve in the Korean War.
Following his honorable discharge as a first lieutenant and
electronics maintenance officer, he accepted a position as a design
engineer for Boeing in Seattle, WA, where he worked on radar
systems and landing maintenance for B-52s (1954-1960). It was
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in Seattle where Ben met Dorothy Hardt,
a vivacious elementary school teacher from
Chicago, IL. From the beginning, her large
and boisterous family welcomed him as
one of their own, a point of pride for only
child Ben. Following subsequent jobs at
Sanders Associates (1960-1961) and Bendix
Corporation (1961-1963), he worked on
defense contracts as the Design Assurance
Department Manager for General Dynamics in Rochester, NY (1963-1970). After 17
years in industry and earning an MBA from
the University of Rochester, Ben began his
academic career as Director of Engineering
Extension at Virginia Tech.
During his 26-year tenure at his beloved Virginia Tech, he helped establish the
Virginia Cooperative Graduate Engineering
Program and a graduate degree in Industrial
and Systems Engineering (ISE), simultaneously authoring or co-authoring nine
textbooks and publishing over 250 technical papers on the subject. He eventually
achieved the rank of Professor and chair of

the graduate program in ISE. Through work
and personal travel, he visited 52 countries,
leading continuing education workshops
and presenting papers in most of them. He
retired from academia in 1997 as Assistant
Dean of Engineering for Public Service and
Professor Emeritus. He was a recognized
champion of, and leader in, his field, receiving the International Council on Systems
Engineering (INCOSE) Pioneer Award
in 2000 and the International Society of
Logistics (SOLE) Founder’s Medal in 2001,
among many other accolades.
When asked what kept him working
so hard throughout his multifaceted career,
Ben simply said, “family.” He adored his
children and grandchildren, taking them
on trips, sharing his love for sailing, history,
and board games, and doting on them at his
home on Claytor Lake. He was eternally
gracious and poised, a joy to be around, and
would most definitely be embarrassed by
this collection of his accomplishments.
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